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The kids are taking over the kitchen! Deanna F. Cook presents more than 50 recipes designed for

the cooking abilities and tastes of children ages 6 to 12. Basic cooking techniques are explained in

kid-friendly language, and recipes include favorites like applesauce, French toast, popcorn chicken,

pizza, and more. Full of fresh, healthy ingredients and featuring imaginative presentations like egg

mice, fruit flowers, and mashed potato clouds, Cooking Class brings inspiration and confidence to

the chefs of the future.Â 
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A few years ago, I searched for a kids' cookbook that I could love and that my kids could enjoy and

follow easily. I was so surprised by the variety of cookbooks and the poorly written directions they

included. In particular, I remember looking at Paula Deen's cookbook for children. The small print,

light type, and colored background... I wanted a better cookbook for my kids! For me, cookbooks

are inspiring (even if I almost never follow a recipe exactly)! I ended up finding one that I loved--

Kids Cook!, a Williamson Kids Can book that is now back in print. But, there are no photographs in



the cookbook. My kids love color and they are not drawn to that cookbook. On the other hand, a

new cookbook arrived at our doorstep last week and my kids hovered over it--drinking in the

recipes, excited to cook!That cookbook is Cooking Class by Deanna F. Cook. A few years ago,

Storey published two cookbooks for kids about sewing that I like: Sewing School and Sewing

School 2. With this cookbook for kids, Storey followed the same format and editing style--which I

loved back then and love again with this new cookbook.Cooking Class is divided into seven

sections that cover the basics, meals, snacks, and of course--dessert! The Basics section is what I

have found lacking in most kids' cookbooks, but in this one, it is done well. Good tips, good pictures,

and even a page on how to clean up! I like that they added two pages on how to fold a fancy

napkins and setting the table. I have a feeling that our next holiday meal will have some beautifully

folded napkins!From there, the recipe sections begin. The recipes are divided into 1, 2, or 3 spoons.

1 spoon recipes can be made by kids themselves. 2 spoon recipes might need an older sibling or

parent's help. 3 spoon recipes use sharp knives and the oven/stove, so an adult is most likely

needed for kids under 10 or 11. My daughters are 9 and 11 and are uncomfortable with the oven

and can turn on the gas stove, but usually prefer me to do that.The recipes are easy to follow and

have great pictures which give clear instructions. The reading level (because of the size of the type)

is probably 3rd grade and above. I know that my first grade son can read most of the words in these

directions, but the size of the type would be a stumbling block for him.Our first recipe we tried from

the cookbook was the grab and go granola bars. I was a little skeptical about how my kids would like

them since they aren't baked, but my whole family ended up loving them! I think next time, though, I

am going to try and mix the chocolate chips into the mixture and then press into the pan so that the

chocolate chips are mixed throughout the bars and aren't just on top.I suspect that within a few

months every recipe in this cookbook will have been tried by my kids!Aside from the recipes, the

cookbook includes some fun stickers, place cards, and conversation questions for the dinner table.

These are of high quality and my kids have enjoyed them all.I think you get the idea... when

choosing a great kids' cookbook, this one tops my list! (and has been added to my list of favorite

cookbooks.)Please note that I received a complimentary copy of this cookbook for review from

Storey publishing.

This book is so easy to follow it makes me look like the best mom ever! I don't know what I ever did

without it! Seriously! Awesome book if you want to teach your kids how to cook. Wonderful

homeschool resource.



Not sure why this book got so many good reviews. I'm not happy with this book at all. There are

very few recipes and out of all of them my daughter is interested in ONE. I wouldn't recommend this

as an actual cook book. I could look up better stuff online for free.

Was hoping for recipes that were new and creative ideas but fun and tasty. Most of these were ones

they already eat at their house.

Great cookbook for beginners and those kids with a little experience already. Large enough print to

glance at while cooking, easy to understand instructions with clear pictures, recipes for things kids

might want to try making. In short, the best cookbook for young people I've ever seen.

This was purchased as a present. Before the party all three of my kids wanted to read through it.

The two older kids (13 and 10) decided they needed to make something out of it! It has helpful

information for kids newer to the kitchen. The pictures are helpful too.

This was a gift for my niece and she loves it. There are stickers at the back of the book and I think

she enjoyed using it to label a jar of hot cocoa mix she made from the book.

I bought this for a school cooking class but will definitely buy it for my own offspring when they are

of age to get them engaged in the kitchen. it's a fun prop-filled book.
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